CASTELLO DI GARGONZA
Gargonza (Arezzo) – TUSCANY Region

Location
Castello di Gargonza, hotel in Val di Chiana Tuscany, is located in the heart of Tuscany, between Siena and
Arezzo along the rolling hills that border the Crete Senesi, Chianti Classico wine region and Val di Chiana. It is
easily accessible becaus it is just off near the Monte San Savino A1 highway exit, and it is close to the outlet
village for shopping.
You can choose between bed and breakfast and self catering accommodation. A holiday in Gargonza is
characterized by tranquility, nature, art, history, tuscan food and wine tastings and even shopping (within the
antique markets of Arezzo and Cortona and the nearby brand-name outlet stores).
On a 45 minutes car range from the village of Gargonza, you cannot miss the Etruscan Via, an itinerary through
Arezzo, Castglion Fiorentino and Cortona that allows you to discover the mysterious people who are thought
to have inhabited and named Gagonza; as well as the works of art of Piero della Francesca, a renaissance
Tuscan master, located amidst Arezzo, Monterchi and Sansepolcro; Lucignano, another enchanting medieval
village of Val di Chiana; the wine trails of Chianti, Terre di Arezzo and Siena, Montepulciano and Montalcino,
to discover wine, olive oil, and the traditional flavors of this area of Tuscany.
Property
Gargonza is a medieval village and is privately owned and managed by the Guicciardini family who restored
the village starting 40 years ago and slowly transformed it from a Farm to a venue. It is ideal for weddings since
all the houses inside the village are actually the rooms for your guests. Breakfast is located inside the village
and restaurant and swimming pool are located just outside the walls at the bottom of the hamlet.
We have a church for religious weddings and two gardens inside the village for the symbolic ceremonies and
congratulation cocktail plus a nice area by the pool for an outdoor welcome dinner.
Gargonza's full capacity is of 47 rooms inside our classic/comfort rooms and classic/superior apartments and
we can accommodate up to 110 people. But we can also have smaller groups by assigning rooms in one of the
areas of the village without taking all of it.
Rooms
The rooms are located inside various buildings within the village. There are 13 buildings which maintain their
authentic structure and original atmosphere thanks to a careful restoration process. The comforts are modern
while the atmosphere retains the feel of a long ago. There are three types of accommodations; comfort,
classic, and superior, housing from one to four guests in utmost comfort.
Price starting from: 200 euro per room per night with breakfast included
Amenities included:
 Classic rooms
 Free upgrade (upon availability)
 Welcome drink
Special campaign expressively made for Travel Counsellors
Surroundings & Activities
Suggest your clients nice places to visit around and interesting activities to complete the offer.
Surroundings:
Monte San Savino: 6 km away
Thermals baths of Rapolano: 18 km away

Outlets of Prada, Levane: 26 km away
Arezzo: 28 km away
Siena: 35 km away
Cortona: 48 km away
Activities
Truffle hunting: on req.
Cooking class: 120 euro per pax.
Wine tasting: 35 euro per pax
Olive picking and tasting: 55 euro per pax
Vespa tour: 75 euro per pax
E-bikes tour: 55 euro per pax
And much more...
Map & Accessibility
Our transfers: prices per car, one way
Night supplement 25% apply for services from 8pm to 7am
Closest airport: Florence, 1hr 30 mins away
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 300 euro
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 352 euro
Closest railway station: Florence, 1hr 30 mins away
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 300 euro
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 352 euro
We highly suggest to rent a car to have the freedom to move.
Ask us the discounted fares we can grant.

